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‘KEEP UP, NOT CATCH UP’
Case Study of a Pre-Teach Intervention Model in Mathematics
Karen Cole – Lead Teaching Assistant

Impact

Why Pre-Teach?
• As a school, we do reactive interventions (immediate intervention)
and planned interventions/boosters with TAs in the afternoons.
• The same children everyday are missing out on other curricular
subjects.
• Children can feel like they can’t do Maths.
• They are struggling to reach ARE.
• When we intervene after a lesson, the child has already struggled
with a concept and could, potentially, feel deflated when they miss
another part of the curriculum to re-visit work they’ve already found
difficult.
• The idea is to develop the belief that pre-teaching new lesson
material to specific children could reduce the need for ‘catch-up’
intervention.
• Children may feel more positive about intervention prior to the
lesson and therefore, that it may boost their self-esteem.

The pupils were required to complete a questionnaire prior to the preteach intervention starting and then once again when it was
established. The results clearly showed the positive impact that the
intervention has had on their confidence. Comments such as, “When
are we doing maths next?” and “I get it now!” are now common
amongst the pupils. More questions are being answered in class by
these pupils and a pupil has been observed helping a more advanced
learner with a strategy. The class teacher has acknowledged the
impact of the intervention. He has recognised that these pupils are
much more engaged and are progressing on to the ‘Thinking cap’
reasoning task more frequently.
Pupils were asked to complete a questionnaire before the pre-teach sessions
began and then once the sessions were well established.

How we structured our pre-teach
sessions
The pre-teach sessions usually happen in the classroom whilst the rest
of the class are involved in assemblies or out of class for other reasons.
The pupils sit at the table all together near the maths’ working wall
(this is often referred to) and expectations are made explicit.
The pupils will be made aware of what the focus will be during the
session and how it will link to the subsequent maths lessons. The
session structure will vary according to the needs. Varying between
deconstructing a strategy/method; closing key gaps in learning to the
build upon in lessons and addressing common misconceptions.
Manipulatives, games and computer games (such as Primary Games)
are used as often as possible to ensure the session is interactive.
At the end of the lesson, the pupils have the opportunity to reflect on
their learning and add any ‘Top Tips’ to the pre-teach resource book
that they feel will support them in the maths lesson.

I am confident during
maths lessons

Quite simply…




Day
Monday

Time

Class timetable
2:30-3:00



Assembly


Tuesday

2:30-3:00

Assembly


Wednesday



Thursday

2:15-3:00

In-Harmony Orchestra

Friday

8:45-9:00

Challenge time

Sometimes I stop listening during maths
lessons because I don’t understand

Recommendations for other teachers


Pre-Teach Timetable:

I have good understanding
during maths lessons

Delivering a pre-teach session at least once a week can still make a
difference
‘Keep up not catch up!’ – is the way forward
Empower your pupils before the maths lesson
Pre-teach allows the children to be more independent during the
class lesson
The sessions allow the slower learners the opportunity to start the
lesson at the same point as their peers
Allows you to alter planning in light of common misconceptions
Pre-teach sessions can be successful in other subjects too

